Compliance Doc Prep

Compliance Systems, Inc.

TAKE THE TRANSACTION RISK OUT OF LENDING
WITH BEST-IN-CLASS COMPLIANCE FOR BOTH LOAN
ORIGINATION AND LOAN DOCUMENT PREPARATION

The Baker Hill NextGen® platform and Compliance Systems, Inc. (CSi) IntelleDoc
Solutions integrate seamlessly to bring you the complete, end-to-end software
solution needed to effectively manage the entire loan process—from origination
to closing—with greater speed, consistency, and compliance.
Industry-leading Compliance Warranty

Ongoing Compliance Analysis

CSi backs each loan with one of the most comprehensive
compliance warranties in the industry, providing you with
the confidence of knowing each decision was made and
documented with best-in-class approaches to both risk
management and document preparation. In their 20+
years in business, CSi has never received a valid claim
against its compliance warranty.

IntelleDoc conducts ongoing compliance analysis
throughout the transaction, reducing the risk of
exposure. This ongoing review by CSi mitigates the
variable regulatory landscape and the potential for
errors among inexperienced staff members at
your institution.

Reduce Risk Exposure
Document compliance regulations are complex and vary
by state, necessitating maximum flexibility and accuracy
for banks and credit unions to remain competitive
and capture a larger share of business. The Baker Hill
NextGen® platform and IntelleDoc work together to
ensure each document adheres to federal and statespecific compliance regulations by automatically
assembling the correct forms for a given transaction,
reducing your financial institutions’ risk exposure for
virtually any type of loan.

Eliminate Third-Party Solutions
for Closing Documentation
The seamless integration of Baker Hill NextGen®
Loan Origination and IntelleDoc solutions eliminates
the need for costly third-party products for closing
documentation, providing the true end-to-end
software solution needed to close a loan efficiently
and without risk.
To learn more about Baker Hill NextGen®
Compliance Doc Prep, www.bakerhill.com/docprep.

WHY COMPLIANCE DOC PREP? CSi IntelleDoc Solutions strengthen document
compliance during the origination and underwriting process, ensuring lending
documents adhere to a complex, ever-growing list of compliance regulations.
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